
 

 
 
 

 

Colborne-Holmesville ARC Meeting 
Wednesday, November 23, 2011 

7:00 p.m. 
Colborne Central P.S. 

M I N U T E S 
 

 
 

Present: 
Committee Members: Rebecca Ingham, Colborne; Darlene Hewitt, Colborne; Bryan Olson, 

Holmesville; Helen Lobb, Holmesville; Connie Black, Municipality of 
Ashfield-Colborne-Wawanosh; Alison Lobb, Municipality of Central 
Huron 

School Admin Liaison: Christina VanPoucke, Principal Colborne; Dave Bennett, Principal 
Holmesville 

Admin Liaison:  Hugh Cox, Information and Reporting Analyst; Mike Ash, 
Superintendent; Steve Howe, Manager of Communications; Janet 
Baird-Jackson, Superintendent of Business; Peggy Blair, 
Superintendent of Education 

Trustees:  Al Sygrove, Robert Hunking 
Chair: Wayne Tessier 
 

 

1.0 Welcome 
Chair Tessier welcomed and thanked everyone for attending the second meeting of the 
ARC. He reminded the audience to sign in so we have a record of who attended each 
meeting. The committee and delegates were reminded to use a microphone when 
speaking as the meeting is being recorded.  
 

2.0 Approval of Agenda 
Chair Tessier asked for a motion to adopt the agenda. 
 
Moved by Bryan Olson, Holmesville, seconded by Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH 
CARRIED 
 

3.0 Approval of Minutes of October 26th Meeting 
Chair Tessier asked for a motion to approve the minutes. 
 
Moved by Helen Lobb, Holmesville, seconded by Connie Black, Municipality of ACW 
CARRIED 
 

4.0 Chairperson’s Remarks  
 Chair Tessier - thank Christina VanPoucke and Dave Bennett for hosting meetings, 

extra work for them, nice to have everything set up - thank principals for taking time 
to conduct tours  

 
5.0 Business Arising from the Minutes 

5.1 Response to questions/requests at last meeting 
 - enrolment stats for a rural option for Holmesville & Colborne 

 Chair Tessier - move to 8.2 as they will be presenting rural option, would be 
repeat of information - any objection to moving 

Accommodation Review Committee
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- tour all buildings 
 Chair Tessier - committee requested to tour a number of buildings, started 

tonight, still a few to be arranged 
 Superintendent Ash - this evening were able to go through Goderich, GDCI-

Elementary, this building - are finishing cleaning up at Colborne, hopeful we 
can arrange tour at Colborne and Brookside as early as the end of next week 
- tour of Clinton is arranged for prior to December 14th meeting, will be at 
6:00 p.m. on the 14th, will be in touch - would like to get all of the tours done 
before December 14th meeting 

- contact Dan Mathieson to investigate SWEA possibilities 
 Chair Tessier - third thing that came out of our last meeting, contact Dan 

Mathieson to investigate SWEA possibilities 
 Superintendent Ash - director, myself, Superintendent Baird-Jackson, Chair 

Wagler, Vice Chair Sygrove, Trustee Hunking, Dan Mathieson, John Grace 
met on Monday to discuss SWEA - based on that discussion Dan Mathieson 
reported back to chair of SWEA, provided letter that is in package this 
evening - SWEA was conceived in 2006 to support economic development in 
south-western Ontario, structure sponsored in past by Ministry of Economic 
Development and Trade, primary task is research and advocacy around 
economic development - last paragraph, SWEA has not developed positions 
regarding education at K-12 level, has not looked into school funding which 
lead to rural school closures or consolidations - Dan and John made clear 
SWEA mandate does not include K-12 education, thought would be unlikely 
would entertain any consideration for funding - funding goes more to 
development of businesses, branding for communities, those sorts of things 

 
6.0 Comments from Committee Members 

 Chair Tessier - opportunity for each member to raise issues, reflect on things that 
have occurred since last meeting, might be a discussion around town you’d like to 
report on - time for comment, not debate - debating can happen at end of meeting at 
#9, that’s where you get to question, debate, discuss things in greater detail 

 
 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - thank you for getting back to us with information, 

answers on what we’ve asked for last meeting - still outstanding a few things, think 
will come up in the course of tonight - don’t have new comments at this point 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - thank everybody for coming out and supporting, welcome 
aboard Rebecca and all members - Colborne and Holmesville going to be staying 
together as a united front, sitting together as we weren’t the last time - hopefully can 
get a rural school for our area 

 Helen Lobb, Holmesville - would like to welcome Colborne, like to work as united 
front between Colborne and Holmesville 

 Darlene Hewitt, Colborne - don’t have a lot to add, nice to see everybody working 
together, hope continues 

 Connie Black, Municipality of ACW - after last meeting, went back to council brought 
them up to speed - they would like to see rural school, what they’d like to support 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - pretty well reporting same thing - council supportive 
of option of rural school, want to push that - have a motion, presume that’s later in 
evening 

 Chair Tessier - that would be #9 
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7.0 Public Consultation Session 

 Chair Tessier - went over guidelines for delegations - hope is that presentations are 
helpful to ARC - ARC has large job, very important that they know what community 
wants, if community has suggestions for achieving, that is very important - other 
occasions when community can address board, any board meeting before final 
decision made there will be opportunities for community to address board members - 
board will make final decision, this group is trying to come up with alternative 
solutions that they can present to board on your behalf, so need to know your 
thoughts and how those aims can be achieved 
 

 Individuals – see attached presentations 
o Tom Trick 
o Karin Mabon 
o Annerieke VanBeets 
o Mike Fleming 

 Group 
o Local Council Members – B. Barnim’s presentation attached; J. Ginn submitted 

the attached Rural Schools document as his presentation 
 
 Chair Tessier - thank all delegates for their thoughtful presentations 
 

8.0 New Business 
8.1 Board Report - Membership 

 Superintendent Ash - procedural step in process, included in package 
 

8.2 Rural Option 
 Superintendent Ash - staff were asked to put together, #5 in package - will 

run over summary page on front, Hugh will speak to numbers - when we 
received request at last meeting to put together possible rural option, looked 
at both Colborne and Holmesville, landed on option that would close 
Colborne and keep Holmesville open - but it’s not a “move all kids from 
Colborne to Holmesville” option, talk about our rationale - went over option - 
know you may have recommendations or tweaks you want to make to option, 
starting point for discussion about what’s possible, make sure you are aware 
of assumptions we used when we put together proposal 

 Hugh Cox - go over map first, before look at numbers - went over map - go 
through numbers, explain some modifications that could be considered, just 
an opinion - went through numbers 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - what is the board’s maximum bus time 
 Hugh Cox - current standard is no more than 60 minutes one way 
 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - have had five children who have gone 

through this school, live within three miles of school, our bus ride was always 
a full hour - picked up first, delivered home last, always had an hour coming 
and going, that’s been forever 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - clarification, kids in Saltford don’t have to drive 
through Goderich to get to Holmesville - is that what you were proposing, 
driving by another school, other routes to take 

 Hugh Cox - no not proposing buses would travel through Goderich 
 Darlene Hewitt, Colborne - clarify reasoning for red area to go to Goderich 

rather than Holmesville 
 Hugh Cox - currently are some students already border-crossing from that 

area to Goderich so we took those students to Goderich, bus ride would be 
shorter - total number students in that area is about 46 - could look at adding 
them, not sure if best option but it’s possible 
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 Darlene Hewitt, Colborne - red area includes VLA , correct 
 Hugh Cox - comes just shy of VLA, currently part of Holmesville, that’s what’s 

replicated here 
 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - in north, Blyth has option to go to Wingham or 

Hullett - could it not be up to parents where they send their kids 
 Superintendent Ash - Blyth situation is unique based on history that goes 

back to old Huron County days, established many years ago - have not 
established dual enrolment zones since then, tried to align bus routes to 
avoid duplication - parents always have choice to go to school other than the 
area in which they reside, have to agree to assume transportation to nearest 
stop, has to be space in school to accommodate them without incurring 
additional staff - when we do our staffing, if a parent requests border-crossing 
and children can be accommodated in classroom that existing staffing 
provides, parent gets to designated bus stop to drop children off, generally 
approve border-crossing - will not add staff to allow for border-crossing 
request 

 Hugh Cox - dual enrolment in Blyth is confined to the town boundary, not 
large rural area - students congregate and walk to those bus stops - not two 
bus routes running around country collecting students to go to two locations, 
in a confined area 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - rationale section, touched on something I 
wanted to discuss tonight, repairs/upgrades and cost associated with 
Colborne original site - other notes, implementation looking at 2013-14, 
transition period also something I would like to discuss - is this the time for 
that or wait until #9 in agenda 

 Chair Tessier - almost running into same area - wondering if we should take a 
break and then go into it, whatever is best 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - instead of doing that, maybe continue with 
items in #8 then take a break 

 
8.3 Response to Funding/Budget Questions 

 Hugh Cox - had questions in remailer, answers are in item #6 in package - 
went over document - our funding driven by Technical document put out by 
Ministry, haven’t included hard copy, will be posted to remailer and website - 
this is 140 some odd page document describing education funding, what we 
have to use to come up with our calculation - for this reason, we say staff will 
do calculation for you because there’s more to it than cost per student - that 
being said, Ministry does advertise a per pupil amount, more of a show of 
what they’re spending, more of an indicator of what they’re spending per 
pupil, certainly no indication of how we receive the money example, in 2010-
11 they gave figure of $10,730 per pupil across province, but will restate, that 
number not going to change depending on where student located, can’t use 
per pupil amount to calculate savings on anything - that’s what I can give for 
answer, Technical document there to show how funding arrived at - can 
answer questions if you have any 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - if pupil foundation grant is based on number 
of students in entire board, other grants individual to school, correct 

 Hugh Cox - not entirely - school operations and school renewal for example 
are based strictly on size of school, what classrooms are there, what are 
loaded spaces - other grants we get as lump sum based on total enrolment of 
board 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - recall in original proposal a figure mentioned 
as saving for closing those schools, how did you come up with that - if figure 
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for number of students is for whole area, who does allocation to individual 
schools and how 

 Hugh Cox - savings arrived at through teacher allocations to those schools 
reformulated through whatever option chosen, if fewer schools, fewer 
teachers, we would get salary savings because possibly fewer teachers - 
outlined on that cost savings 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH -  thought they were being reallocated 
somewhere else, going to be no loss of jobs 

 Hugh Cox - maybe should go to that document in staff option 
 Superintendent Ash - in terms of that statement that there would not be loss 

of jobs, wouldn’t be a direct savings to board - accurate in that we will 
reallocate that staff to achieve lower class sizes - going to have to achieve 
those lower class sizes anyway - is a savings to the board as we wouldn’t 
have to incur the expense to achieve those class size reductions - is it a net 
reduction in expense, no, but not a gain in expense to get to the same point 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - but being done at expense potentially of 
Colborne, Holmesville 

 Superintendent Ash - currently staff ratio at Colborne and Holmesville is 
higher than at some other schools, those other schools are currently staffing 
the smaller classes at Colborne and Holmesville - it’s an issue of equity of 
resources across district as opposed to just in two schools 

 Chair Tessier - not sure answered questions Alison started with 
 Hugh Cox - point out on financial impact analysis that’s part of staff option - 

column 6 shows net result with and without teacher savings, trying to answer 
that question, showing what savings are considering there’s fewer teachers 
or not considering that there’s fewer teachers - they’d be redistributed 
throughout the board to help other schools with their class sizes 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - speak to funding, there are two parts, one is 
revenue, the other is expense - revenue calculations, those 140 some pages 
we work through is the generator, those funds have some restrictions, 
covered at training session – we have to provide staff, ministry has strict 
requirements that we report to them we are meeting class size aggregates, 
various other components - funding is generator, allocator is something else - 
approach budget holistically, everything we need to do to deliver good 
program for students then go through all mechanics of calculation of revenue 
and hope it matches - historically there has always been a gap, serious 
discussions about where we have to make cuts, try to do so away from 
classroom - historically you would see facilities get cut, have to provide staff, 
try to protect school budgets, see cuts in other places - don’t attribute the 
revenue or expenses to individual schools - example, don’t want to get into 
argument where a school would say they want young inexperienced teachers 
because they cost less, get rid of senior that are more expensive - when do 
costing look at snapshot of what we have currently, use averages for 
costings, in scenario look at the change and cost the difference, incremental 
amount as opposed to doing absolute costings of new scenarios - does that 
begin to address your question 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - gives better understanding 
 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - what size does a school require for a vice 

principal, number of students 
 Superintendent Ash - isn’t a set figure for allocation of vice principals to a 

school - use a guideline that is adapted every year we do staffing, based on 
individual situations at particular schools, could be affected by number of 
special needs students in a school for example, historical needs within a 
community - have allocated additional vice principal time in schools that have 
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undergone a change like a transition as a result of accommodation review - 
calculated cost usually for limited time to ensure transition works - definitive 
figure, we tend to use 300 students as a guideline, could allocate portions of 
a vice principal in schools that have fewer than that because of some of the 
factors I’ve mentioned 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - are my numbers right, budget 2010/11 from 
funding grant based on number of pupils at $170 million - breaks down to 
80% wages, 10% transportation, 10% to run school board 

 Superintendent Baird Jackson - when look at expenditures, have estimated 
salary costs for all groups around 80-81%, slice that’s transportation, slice 
that’s facilities - central administration goes back to one of those operating 
rules that ministry mandates, have specific grant for board administration 
which we cannot exceed, this board historically has spent well under that 
amount, try to put into classroom - don’t have exact numbers in front of me 

 Hugh Cox - continued with 8.3 
 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - are washrooms required to be size appropriate for 

junior kids 
 Hugh Cox - have a few different configurations - some schools will have half 

sized fixtures for Kindergartens, not required - new schools we’re putting in 
full sized fixtures with idea they use full sized at home, would use at school 
as well - is that what you were getting at 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - are they provided stools to make it accessible for 
them easier 

 Christina VanPoucke, Colborne Principal - have low riders in Kindergarten 
room, have stool at sink where kids wash hands, have sinks outside 
classrooms - little ones that can’t reach will get up on stool, we supervise 
while they wash hands 

 
8.4 Staff Impact 

 Superintendent Ash - #7 in package - has been shared with staff prior to 
being shared with you, there were no errors or omissions - this is their input, 
will leave for you to read at leisure 

 
8.5 Facilities Report 

 Hugh Cox - #8 in package - went over document 
 Darlene Hewitt, Colborne - where are the rest of schools, Brookside, 

Goderich 
 Hugh Cox - will have, these are the ones we have ready for tonight - have 

done physical reviews of those schools, reports not together yet - hope to 
post before Christmas break 

 Darlene Hewitt, Colborne - ask that they be sent as soon as you have them 
 Hugh Cox - would be reasonable 
 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - in list for civil, one item in both Colborne and 

Holmesville, what would that be 
 Hugh Cox - civil could be anything from tarmac in play area that is broken, 

could be curbing or sidewalks, could be other areas of playground that need 
attention 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - Holmesville you’ve got $100,000 as Priority 
2, so that’s 5-10 years - can you tell me what that is 

 Hugh Cox - don’t have that detail in report, can find out 
 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - also for Colborne, $150,000 Priority 3 
 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - if these costs were to go to tender would they be 

considerably cheaper, it’s just an independent study by one person 
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 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - this is third cycle we have undertaken this 
comprehensive building review - with same people and use unit costs so 
we’re applying standard costs to all of the various building elements - when 
we go to tender, don’t break work out into individual building components - 
costing is fairly accurate because using as an example current work that’s 
been underway so can get extremely accurate figures for various unit costs 

 Chair Tessier - further questions - take 15 minute break 
 
9.0 Questions/Comments from Members 

 Chair Tessier - last section of agenda, questions/comments from members, open 
forum for members to discuss, debate, pass motions, ask questions 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - pleasantly surprised with information we got tonight 
- had a long motion prepared, you’ve provided a good deal of that, appreciate that, 
will help us in what we’re doing - we’re committed to idea of rural school - quote 
article that Jim quoted from, talks about advantages of small schools, enhancement 
of personal and academic self-concepts of students, general sense of belonging, 
less feeling of alienation, more positive attitude of teachers and administrators, 
significantly higher participation rates in extra-curricular, higher attendance rates, 
less dropout rates, less behaviour problems - that’s what we’re working toward, feel 
very committed to that - looked over motion that we drafted, a good deal does not 
apply - make a comment from it, won’t do in form of motion, not sure if needed - if 
financial information or other information requested couldn’t come by December 10th 
which would have given us a few days before the December 14th meeting, would 
have asked for extension of other deadlines of a comparable number of days 
allowing us extra time to put our material together - you have supplied quite a bit of 
what we were hoping to get, appreciate that 

 Connie Black, Municipality of ACW - two questions - has this school been inspected 
for asbestos 

 Superintendent Baird Jackson - we’re required to do asbestos inspection annually, 
done for all schools, data kept at both at school for any contractor that would come 
on site to do work, copy kept centrally with facilities team 

 Connie Black, Municipality of ACW - second question - Melissa Peterson would like 
to know, was looking through correspondence between school board and parents - 
explanation why Holmesville was included in ARC and why Brookside was removed 

 Superintendent Ash - that message came in late today - answer by explaining 
process, how ARC established - Ministry guideline and board policy speaks to 
boards doing accommodation reviews in planning areas - in this case planning area 
includes schools in Goderich, Colborne, Brookside, Holmesville - when start looking 
at potential schools for review, that’s the group we look at, knowing had issue to deal 
with at Colborne, knew had low enrolment issues at Holmesville - staff recommended 
in report to trustees in September that Brookside be included in review - did not 
include Goderich because it had recently undergone review with consolidation of 
Victoria and Robertson - based on Ministry guideline and board policy, school didn’t 
have to be named in review if the only potential outcome was they might receive 
some students - not about to close a newly renovated very full school in Goderich, 
only thing that could happen to that school is might receive some students, that’s 
why wasn’t included in review - that left Colborne, Holmesville, Brookside - when 
staff took recommendation to trustees, trustees had discussion about whether or not 
to include Brookside as one of three to be reviewed - end result of that discussion 
was a sense that because of Brookside’s location it was unlikely would be closed as 
a result of accommodation review - again, the likely outcome would be receiving 
students if there were any changes - based on that rationale, trustees chose to 
remove Brookside from the motion - motion that was passed was to include Colborne 
and Holmesville in an accommodation review 
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 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - quote Goderich Signal Star, don’t know who made this 
comment - Brookside considered a unique case - why aren’t all schools considered 
unique 

 Superintendent Ash - don’t know what was meant by unique, only thing I can think of 
would be geographic location and the school had sufficient numbers to be stable, not 
full but enrolment wasn’t going to drop below 70% - might be unique as compared to 
Colborne and Holmesville - you’re right, all schools in district are unique, have 
unique characteristics - only thing I can think of is geographic location and loading 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - geographical pertaining to being so close to Bruce school 
board 

 Superintendent Ash - that’s part of it - catchment area where that school draws 
students from is at the very north end of our board boundaries, if that school were 
not there we’d be into some very long bus rides for those students 

 Darlene Hewitt, Colborne - couple of questions - how many students from Saltford 
area cross border 

 Hugh Cox - don’t have off top of my head, can add to list of information we can 
provide 

 Darlene Hewitt, Colborne - second question relates to number of times that we have 
been doing accommodation reviews over the last several years - someone 
mentioned in their speech tonight about a long term sustainable solution - these 
buildings are all about 50 years old, to prevent disrupting these kids again what 
guarantee or commitment can be provided that we will not be back here because 
one or more of the receiving schools becomes prohibitive to repair 

 Chair Tessier - who wants to try that one 
 Superintendent Ash - can’t give guarantee or commitment on something that might 

or might not happen 15-20 years down the road - we do a very good job of 
maintaining buildings - for example, when Victoria, Arthur Meighen and St. Marys 
Central were declared prohibitive to repair, was difficult for us to make case to have 
those schools declared prohibitive to repair - Victoria wasn’t declared prohibitive to 
repair until after accommodation review process was completed - one of the 
messages that told us from ministry was they felt our buildings were in good shape - 
we do our five year cycle of inspections to try to catch things before they get bad and 
apply our limited capital resources to ensure our buildings are sustainable for the 
long haul - one of the challenges this board had and Huron and Perth board before, 
funding for capital maintenance on buildings hasn’t kept pace with age of the 
buildings, not unique to our board, not unique to rural Ontario, it’s the case across 
the province - if we ask our municipal representatives what they’re dealing with in 
terms of maintaining infrastructure that is 50-70 years old, they’re in the same boat - 
maintenance of civil water, sewage and road systems that have now come of age is 
a significant burden to all levels of government, board not immune to that - continue 
to do the best we can - one of the things that came out of our last formal facilities 
review was an analysis that Janet and our architect did for us, what we see 
happening in terms of our ability to maintain our buildings - Janet coined it as a 
snowplow effect - reality, you saw in facilities review information you received 
tonight, categories of items, when we go into budget with the capital dollars we have 
to maintain our buildings, first Priority is #1, go through all of our buildings and try to 
address the #1 Priority items - reality has been for the last ten years, we don’t have 
enough capital money to address all of the Priority 1 items and even begin to 
contemplate Priority 2 and 3 - we do the ones that are the most critical, get to rest of 
Priority 1s next year, some new Priority 1s have cropped up before we get to next 
year - that snowplow effect, that building of items we need to address continues to 
get worse - has been one of the drivers for board as it tries to manage its resources, 
one of the ways is to consolidate some of our buildings so we can use capital dollars 
we do have to maintain buildings that are left - can I make a promise, no - can I tell 
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you we will do the best we can with the money we have, most certainly - do we have 
mechanisms in place to try to catch problems before they get too big, yes - are they 
perfect, no 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - item 8 Facilities Review Summary you have $2.2 
million listed for Colborne - clarification that it’s $1.1 million needed for the immediate 
fix, the balance being over the course of ten years - is an issue that’s come up in 
discussions with Colborne parents - the $1.1 million, is there any recourse we have 
to have an independent study, second opinion on that number - general opinion is 
that the number is more than likely a little inflated - would like to see something done 
by a local firm, there are a couple of well-respected local firms that could do the 
same sort of assessment that was done by T. Harris - what are our options when it 
comes to the repair costs we’ve been given 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - first point, review of environmental issues conducted 
by T. Harris, T. Harris then recommended building science review, done by experts, 
lead from NA Engineering in Stratford and our architect we use, done in great detail - 
architect works for our board and four boards in area so his costing is accurate, 
never inflated anything, we feel have gotten accurate data from those consultants - 
isn’t something we would want anybody else to investigate in terms of getting into 
argument about what is or isn’t valid 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - so the answer is we are stuck with figures we’ve been 
given, no other recourse, no further assessments we can do self-funded 

 Superintendent Ash - discussed this request with our director and chair of board 
before responded to Bryan’s email - concern is that any additional assessments 
would not necessarily follow the same criteria or have the same experience with 
buildings as the folks that did our assessment - our architect has been working with 
us for 20-30 years, he knows our buildings intimately, he knows what the issues are 
because in many cases his firm (not him directly) was involved with some of the 
original construction, knows materials used - external assessment may not have that 
degree of knowledge - making comparison, in formal facility review as example, 
when staff or trustees look at comparisons between buildings, make those 
comparisons based on the same people that did assessment based on same criteria 
as they went from building to building, assessments done same way five years ago 
as they’re done this year - there is a degree of confidence that we’re comparing 
apples to apples as we look at potential costs - as Janet has indicated the architect 
works for four boards in area so when costings are done they’re based on similar 
work being done in other jurisdictions, work that’s been done over last 3-4 years - 
costs associated with any projected work is based on actual costs in other rural 
situations, not urban situations like London or Toronto, take into account geography 
of where costs coming from - concern is that if an independent company were to do 
an assessment, that information could be presented to trustees, when it comes to 
actually doing the work we’re required to go through tendering process, open 
process, doesn’t mean local contractors will get job - that means we have to deal 
with market value prices that our architect is familiar with which is the one that gave 
costings in the first place - experience has been that actual cost related to tender 
costs over last number of years, actuals have been very close to tenders but in every 
case have been slightly under, within $50,000 of total 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - think about context, it is the same people using 
same format, same eyes doing same analysis for all buildings in a short space of 
time, doing all same unit costing for all of the elements - comparison one school to 
another is valid, how board uses that documentation, comparison one to another as 
opposed to looking at an absolute figure - comparison gets at reasonability of 
whether figures are accurate or not - suggest that once we get the rest of figures for 
schools you’ve requested that’s going to help you as well - have previous two cycles, 
copy of each in schools, can produce that as well if you want comparison - as we do 
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that cyclical review, as we do each subsequent one, we’re finding we have at least 
addressed the Priority 1s, we’re doing what we’ve identified as problems 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - rural option, states repairs to Colborne are significant 
given current economic climate do not believe eligible for funding - has board applied 
for funding or looked into funding or are you just thinking we’re not eligible 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - two components to that answer - first, capital funding 
in general, director of Capital Branch made clear to all boards that there was limited 
funding, focus would be first on growth areas primarily GTA where they have more 
kids than spaces - second, additions required because of consolidation, made clear 
that boards should not anticipate new schools coming out of consolidations - know 
that ministry looks at our live data, they know where we have space - extremely 
limited funding - have had the experience in another school where we found problem 
once we were into renovation, made case to Ministry that would not have known 
because it involved intrusive testing, did not make any difference to Ministry, ruled 
that we could not get additional funding - we’d already asked that, that’s going back 
eighteen months when there was a little more capital than what we’re being told 
there is now, no funding there, arguably this would be a parallel case 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - in October 28th Focus was an article about board 
putting schools up for auction, Mitchell, Arthur Meighen, St. Marys Central, Victoria 
was on auction block but now is not because Colborne here - what is happening to 
funds from sale of schools - states that they will go into proceeds of disposition 
reserve fund - what is that and what do we use that for 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - ministry has rules around capital in general and 
proceeds from sales of schools that have been deemed prohibitive to repair - once 
board has approval from Ministry to dispose of those schools, proceeds are required 
to be put into a capital reserve - has to be used for another capital project, requires 
ministry approval as well - where we have sold schools in past, put into proceeds of 
disposition reserve then wanted to use it, has been on go forward basis, paying 
forward in terms of work we are undertaking - example could be that some of 
proceeds from disposition of St. Marys Central and Mitchell go towards gap in 
funding for new north Huron school - know what we’ve been funded, have been 
required to work with costing consultant, know there’s a gap between projected cost 
and funding we’ve gotten - an example where we could apply for Ministry approval to 
use reserve, they would not unreasonably withhold that approval 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - what is the amount of money sitting in that account 
 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - don’t have exact figure in my head right now, some 

of it is already committed to the north Huron project - we’re in midst of doing capital 
report to ministry, that will provide more summary - because ministry wants to know 
where money coming from if the cost of a project exceeds allocation they’ve given us 
- those dollar amounts are going to be flagged there 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - why would cost exceed budget 
 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - Ministry has standard benchmark on a per square 

foot that they have allocated for construction, benchmark does not address costs of 
construction - example, north Huron site conditions that have to be addressed that 
funding doesn’t cover - example at Little Falls - Ministry funds elementary 
classrooms at 750 square feet, made decision that area should be 800 square feet, 
Ministry told us school board would have to come up with funding to cover that 
difference - they fund no more than 750 square feet, we build 800 square feet 
because we believe that’s the right thing for kids 

 Superintendent Ash - other reason why there will be a differential, ministry 
benchmark is based on cost per square foot that are averages across province - 
when building in Halton for example can get closer to average because when doing 
tendering there are a number of competitive bids, costs of supplies is relatively lower, 
transportation costs are lower, as a result gets closer to final benchmark costs - 
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experience has been, not just our board but other rural boards, we can’t approach 
that benchmark because of additional costs associated with building in rural Ontario 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - one more thing - space we’re building is much 
smaller when looking at overall square footages and still building to 800 square feet, 
in total space what we’re adding is significantly less than a GTA board - they’re 
getting economies of scale on a per square foot basis for construction, so that’s 
another difference in terms of our costs vs Ministry allocation 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - rural option you’ve presented as starting point, that 
would take Holmesville out of the accommodation review process, correct 

 Chair Tessier - not sure what you’re saying 
 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - the rural option presented tonight is to close Colborne 

and send students to Goderich, GDCI - Elementary, Brookside or Holmesville - if we 
have option to send kids to Holmesville, are you saying Holmesville is not part of 
accommodation review process anymore 

 Chair Tessier - no don’t think that’s what’s being said - both schools are part of ARC, 
remain part of overall process - you will make recommendation to board in 
conjunction with staff, option might be the same, might be different, board will vote 
on what they want to do, can be bits and pieces or the whole proposal that is 
accepted, that remains with board 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - transition period, in rural option you’re quoting 2013-14 
as year of implementation - that’s what we were told from beginning, is that what 
we’re looking at - have had parents wanting to know if we are going to have a year 
transition or is this going to be sped up for implementation this coming September 

 Superintendent Ash - decision around implementation time would be open to input 
from community - biggest challenge is because of timing of process, decision isn’t 
made until June, becomes challenging to reconfigure schools and get everything 
ready for September 2012 - staff would be recommending September 2013 to allow 
time for getting everything in place, experience has been that communities need that 
time too to get their heads around final result - if took option presented tonight and 
didn’t make any changes that resulted in for example renovations or additions, 
certainly September 2013 is doable - September 2012 may be doable, would be very 
tight - realize rural option presented tonight is starting point, fully cognizant that you 
may wish us to adjust boundaries, if you want us to do that and get to point where 
there’s an option you want us to cost out, would be worthwhile tonight to get some of 
that direction from you so we can start thinking about where boundaries land and 
what that means for enrolment - if we could get that input from committee, we could 
do the enrolment projections, classroom usage projections for the next meeting - 
wouldn’t be able to do the costing per se but want to make sure that’s what you want 
to see happen, but at least could give you that other iteration of what it might look 
like - before we go to #10, might be worthwhile to get that kind of direction 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - what are you building on to Clinton PS 
 Superintendent Ash - there was special money from Ministry of Children and Youth 

Services for a community hub, daycare facility, not funded by school board, funded 
by another Ministry in conjunction with Huron County to make Clinton PS a hub that 
includes a daycare facility, not education space 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - if talking about potentially changing some of those 
boundaries, have those people been surveyed to find out where they’d like to send 
their children, would that not be the first step 

 Superintendent Ash - have not done that, potentially something that ARC members 
do as part of their deliberations - staff don’t generally do that as part of the process 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - heard from parents at Saltford, would probably 
choose Goderich as it’s closer - thinking we’d like to be talking about boundary 
changes 
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 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - Colborne is going to be putting out surveys, one 
question will be where choose to send child if had option - Holmesville has already 
done surveys 

 Chair Tessier - any sense of timeline 
 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - not really, would like to have finished by end of week - 

going to have online survey as well as paper copy - if not end of this week, looking at 
week after, week of December 5th 

 Superintendent Ash - potentially we could look at in absence of that survey, what this 
group thinks might be a preferable lay of land in terms of boundaries then survey 
information could inform is it what the staff proposed or what ARC proposed or 
something in the middle 

 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - think it would be the people who know routes, 
roads, weather, if they’re going to suggest change today or in near future without 
benefit of survey 

 Chair Tessier - do you want to see map, would that help 
 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - Hugh, said working on compiling information, facility 

review numbers for rest of schools affected, did we pin down a date that we can 
have that information by 

 Hugh Cox - had suggested before Christmas break, Darlene suggested we send out 
as soon as have available, wouldn’t wait until next meeting, if have before then will 
send out - intention is to have as soon as possible 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - are reviews done, just a matter of compiling information 
 Hugh Cox - almost done, have part of one school to finish - left to do is creating 

reports 
 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - would it be unreasonable to ask that we have all that 

information by December 10th, earlier if possible but no later than December 10th 
 Hugh Cox - clarifying what all included is, it’s the other schools Darlene had 

mentioned plus two reports that are missing for Colborne 
 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - right 
 Hugh Cox - it’s not board staff that prepares those reports, architects, mechanical, 

electrical engineers do these reports - wouldn’t want to commit something that I don’t 
have direct answer from them - will find out what that date is and let you know if 10th 
is possible, will put out on remailer 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - that is satisfactory - were going to put forth motion that 
we wanted information by December 10th, but understandable that without talking to 
them - satisfactory at this point, wait to see what response is through remailer 

 Chair Tessier - Mike, still looking for direction to be able to move forward 
 Superintendent Ash - if it’s possible, may not be possible - want to keep process 

moving along, that’s why asking the question 
 Hugh Cox - is there any map or graphic we can provide for your questionnaire that 

would be helpful, if there’s a map of a specific area or a blank map to add to your 
questionnaire - found helpful in boundary reviews we’ve done in the past, doing 
similar questionnaires for boundary reviews to have map, gets more accurate 
response 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - have copies of staff option map, rural option map - 
blank map would be handy, could create own boundaries - is that something you can 
send 

 Hugh Cox - will provide blank map 
 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - if looking for options we might consider, what about 

dotted line that was Colborne outline and including all red above that line 
 Chair Tessier - you’re asking the committee 
 Alison Lobb, Municipality of CH - we haven’t had chance to discuss - if they wanted 

idea of potential changed boundary, suggesting potentially if look at map and go with 
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Colborne line north of Goderich and move red into our area - we haven’t had chance 
to discuss so you’re getting my view rather than all of them 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - think we would like to get our surveys we’ve sent out, two 
surveys from Holmesville and they’re working on theirs - get surveys back and 
consolidate our findings and boundary options as part of our proposal 

 Chari Tessier - sounds reasonable 
 Superintendent Ash - request that the sooner we have that information the better 

chance we have of meeting the next meeting date - don’t say to make excuses but 
accommodation review is one of jobs we’re working on now so have to work doing 
this stuff into other things we have to do - more time we have the better chance we 
have of making deadline 

 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - could have information compiled for next ARC meeting in 
December, is that soon enough 

 Hugh Cox - if you had available before then, could you send through remailer - I 
could start putting those numbers together before next ARC meeting, would be 
beneficial 

 Chair Tessier - anything further - you’ve worked hard tonight, made some progress 
 Bryan Olson, Holmesville - propose motion that we would like cost of consolidating 

Colborne and Holmesville into Holmesville site 
 Superintendent Ash - go back to discussions at training session, is that then your 

staff +1 option, is that the option you’re going to put forward - we cost one option 
from the ARC 

 Rebecca Ingham, Colborne - so that would be using up one of our scenarios - retract 
motion for now 

 Chair Tessier - not on floor yet 
 Superintendent Ash - not necessarily your final motion, in terms of keeping process 

going we want to provide you with information you can use to then say this is option 
to flesh out - if we have a better idea of where you want the boundaries, example for 
that rural option, the sooner we have that, the sooner we can get you the information, 
then you can make your decision 

 
10.0 Adjournment 

Moved by Rebecca Ingham, Colborne 
That the meeting be adjourned at 9:45 p.m. 
CARRIED 
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